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Toolkit – Activities to develop/promote attractively for STEM 

Name of the Good 

Practice OR Activity 
Trick Dice 

Summary 
Students discuss the results and probabilities of rolled dice and they make trick dice, which always 

shows 6. 

Objective 
Make a trick dice which always drops 6. 

Target Group 
10 - 12 yrs. 

Development / 

Implementation 

description 

Students discuss the results and probabilities of rolled dice. Students draw a cube slip on the paper or 

use dice template, draw dots on the sides and make a dice from paper. Students are trying to make a 

dice which always drops 6 - they themselves will find that they need to attach something to the inside 

of the opposite side.  

Duration 
45 min.  

Needed Materials for 

implementation 
A4 sheet of paper, glue or tape, scissors, pencil, ruler. Students must figure out how to make extra 

weight, for that they can use leftover paper. 

Context of 

implementation Indoor 

Expected Results & 

Tips Students must figure out that they need extra weight ant where to fasten it. 

Innovation and 

Success factors 

It is a hands-on activity that teaches problem solving. 
 

☒     Promotes critical thinking and 21st century skills and learning skills 

☒     Promotes hands-on, experimental and problem-based learning 

☐     Promotes collaborative team working and cross-curricular use of science knowledge and skills 

☐     Based on student-centered approaches  

☐     Based on motivating pedagogies such as inquiry-based learning 

☐     Focus on social learning approaches 

☒     Acts as didactic tool 

☐     Favours interdisciplinarity between STEM subjects 

☐  Requires active and creative participation of teachers, students and parents in a cooperative way 

 

Risks / challenges 

Students can make a cube for a very long time - you can print a cube template.  
The cube can be messy - it's possible to fix it by using a stick tape. 
Advanced level students can make dice, which shows just odd or even ore primary numbers. 
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Assessment Dice will be accurate and have tree drops, it will always show 6. 

Transferability This activity can be easy replicated in different contexts and adapted to it. 

Links / Resources  

Key words  Cube, dice, trick 

 


